
FieldOne to Showcase  Field Service
Management Solution Based on Microsoft
Dynamics at eXtremeCRM

FieldOne Sky is First Field Service Software Solution for

Dynamics CRM 2013

MAHWAH, NJ, USA, February 11, 2014 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- As a leader in cloud-based field

service software, FieldOne Systems today announced

that the company will showcase its FieldOne Sky solution at eXtremeCRM in Barcelona, Spain,

from February 9-12. eXtreme CRM brings together Microsoft Dynamics CRM partners from

across the globe in a unique setting to forge business relationships and gain insight from real-

world experiences.

FieldOne Sky is an agile, end-to-end software platform supporting all phases of field service

management (FSM). The Sky solution incorporates state-of-the-art routing and scheduling

functionality, advanced work process automation, flexible communication capabilities, and

robust reporting and business intelligence features. Sky features an open architecture for

simplified integration, flexible deployment options, native apps for all major mobile platforms

and no-code customization driving rapid implementation and fast ROI. FieldOne leverages

Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 to enhance Sky and provide customers with an even faster

deployment experience — and simpler, yet more robust, configuration and modification

capabilities. 

"For the company using Dynamics CRM, we offer seamless integration capabilities and cutting-

edge features for an incredibly agile and all-encompassing field service management solution,"

said Jim Hare, Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing. "We welcome the opportunity to

engage with customers and potential partners dedicated to introducing their clients to best-of-

breed Microsoft Dynamics CRM offerings."

FieldOne’s partners leverage existing infrastructure, licensing, technology, and skills to reduce

investment costs and total cost of ownership and deploy a state-of-the-art system for a fraction

of the cost of an alternative solution.

"We’ve experienced tremendous growth in customer requests for field service solutions across

many industry verticals – not only the traditional service verticals but also industries as diverse

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.fieldone.com/solutions/product-overview/
http://www.fieldone.com/technology/mobile-technology/
http://www.fieldone.com/partners/


as Manufacturing, Life Sciences, and Restaurant and Entertainment," said Scott Mangelson,

Armanino CRM Practice Leader. "Partnering with FieldOne, we are able to leverage our strong

capabilities in solution development on Dynamics to provide a complete, integrated solution.  It

differentiates us and gives us a unique competitive advantage."

To learn more about the benefits of FieldOne, visit www.fieldone.com or call 866-918-8324. To

join the FieldOne Partner Program, please contact: partners@fieldone.com.

About FieldOne Systems

FieldOne Systems provides state-of-the-art software and services addressing the complex

challenges customers face in managing enterprise field service organizations. Our software

enables companies to provide the most customer-centric and profitable field service possible.

We recognized that the disruption driven by mobility, cloud, and “big data” required a

revolutionary solution to harness the capabilities of these technologies and launched FieldOne

Sky - the agile platform for intelligent enterprise field service management.  Sky provides the

most comprehensive feature set, an open architecture for simplified integration, flexible

deployment options, and on-demand configuration. These elements drive rapid implementation,

maximum adaptability, and the fastest ROI in the industry. FieldOne's technology drives the

success of  enterprises across a wide cross-section of industries.
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